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by Connie McKenzie
Staff writer
The number of off-campus seats in
Student Government has increased to
23 this year because of the surge in the
'off-campus population, but not
enough people have signed up to fill
thern, Jeff Mills, president of student
government, said Thursday. •
Mills said Student Government
decided to increase the number of seats
from 18 to 23 because there are 5,050
off-campus students this year, an
increase of about 2,000.
"The only problem with this is not
enough people are aware there are
more seats," Mills said. "Only 18 off-
campus students have turned in
nominations so far."
Craig Freshley, member of the Off
Campus Board and editor of its
newsletter, said the problem of not
enough candidates for the Senate is an
innate one.
"It's all in the very nature of off-
campus people," Freshley said. "They
are very individualistic, and don't want
to be bothered with something like
this. Once someone is an off-campus
senator he has to come all the way back
to campus from wherever he lives for
Senate meetings every Tuesday night."
Mills said, "A lot of the people who
Off-CAM-NS' art tert-traditIbrints.`
- They might feel like they don't belong
- in the organization, but we wish" they
would come right in sign 
_
It's important to get some people
with different lifestyles than in the
dorms, Mills said. He said their input is
needed to provide programs and events
that appeal to everyone.
Freshley said another reason not
enough people sign up is they don't
know how easy it is to get in. "They
think,' oh, I couldn't get 25 signatures
for the nomination,' but once you turn
in that nomination you're in."
Fieshley added that off-campus
people have the poorest voter turnout
on campus. "For one thing, they aren't
bombarded from all sides with
literature and propaganda like tne
people in the dorms are," he said.
"The only place where off campus
people see literature is in the -Union,
and there is so much of it there they
don't absorb any of it."
If enough people don't turn in
nominations to fill the off-campus
senate seats, Freshley said another
election would have to be held in a
month.
Letters, letters and more letters.
Pages 5 and 6
by Mike Harman
Staff Writer
_
Cystic Fibrosis is the leading gen-
etically transmitted killer of young
people in America todik, according to
the National Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation.
Yet because it hasn't received the
attention öf other serious diseases,
many people are unaware of its
devastating effects or that it even
exists. But for one UMO student, the
tragic consequences of CF struck home
this week.
Micheal Burns, a junior
philosophy/psychology major, lost his
girlfriend, Irene Lee Hatch, to the
disease last Monday morning.
"I called the hospital (St. Joseph's in
Bangor) last Monday from the pay
phones in the (Memorial) Union to tell
her I was coming over to visit,"
Burns said. "Her roommate
answered the phone, and when I asked
for Irene, she said maybe I ought to
talk to the nurse. The nurse came on,
and said, "I'm sorry but Irene died
this morning." I was stunned.
"I wandered out of the Union--
kinda dazed; I didn't know whether to
go to the hospital or what to do. I
drove over to a friend's house; I was
trying to collect my thoughts as I
drove; I left my friend's house and
drove to her mother's house about 40
miles from here. It seemed like the o
thing to do."
-- Burns said that both he and his
girlfriend knew CF was absolutely
fatal, "but I had no idea she was so
close. The last time I saw her was
Saturday and she seemed to be doing
better," he said.
Burn's experience with _the disease
left him determined to 'do something
about it. "I know that disease is a
killer, and its gone too far", he said.
He said that Sept. 19 to 25 was
N ationa1 Cystic Fibrosis Week,and he
wanted to' do his part.
Burns feels a lack of public
knowledge about the disease is a
critical problem, so he received
permission to set up a table all day
Thursday, distributing pamphlets
about CF and trying to educate people
about the disease. "It's really amazing,
the people who knew someone with
CF," he said. "One girl had a sister
who was just diagnosed with it two
days ago."
Burns said the National Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation is desparetely
short of funds, and a CF newsletter
warns that federal funds for crippled
childrens' services may be sharply cut.
This may have profound effects on
future programs. Burns said he will be
setting up CF donation canister on the
counter of the newstand in the Union
to help the CF Foundation.
• The University of Maine a' Orono
student newspaper
since,
According to publications from the
CF Foundation, CF is a genetic disease
and therefore not contagious. It is not
\ detectable before birth, nor can
carriers of the gene be detected. The
F Foundation estimates that one out
every 20 people carry a single CF
gene, and one out of every 1800 babies
is porn with CF.
causes the mucus membranes to
produce an abnormally thick, sticky
mucus. This thick mucus causes
chronic lung diseases and permanent
lung damage in nearly all CF patients,
because the mucus clogs lungs and
airways and prevents normal draining
of the lungs. In most cases, respitory
problems are the eventual cause of
death. In 85 percent of the cases,
serious digestive problems arise, which
also can have fatal consequencs.
Burns said that although most CF
cases are detected by age five, his
girlfriend was not correctly diagnosed
until she was 20. Although she had
been plagued by pneumonia and illness
most of her life, Burns said the disease
is often misdiagnosed. "The doctorc
told her 'You've got pneumonia,' but
no one stopped to figure out why.
Basically, no one seems to know a lot
about it," he said.
Symptoms of CF vary greatly' in
severity and types. They include
•_
•
•
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Dorms to receive facelift
by Rob Doscher
Staff writer
UM3's three newest dorm-
itories, Oxford, Knox and Som-
erset, will each be receiving
more than $150,000 over the
next four years to furnish and
reca-pet their study lounges and
hak
•  Stitt Anchors, Hilltop's corn-
plea arector, said the first
flocus of all three dorms have
al ready been re ca rpeted and the
center lounges of Somerset have
been refurnished. Oxford res-
'Crier
Large 1 bedroom apartment with -
garage and fireplace. 2 min. walk •
from UMO. $335 plus electricty.
Call Youness days 581-2659,
evenings and weekends 866-4766.
I will cook or clean in exclange
for room. Orono area. Reliable.
References 866-2497.
Loft for sale. BCC or UMO
rooms. A real space saver, sell it
later. Contact Brian room 210
Chadbourne. Four sheets of
paneling too!
Found: TI 30 Calculator and
carrying case in front of Merrill
Hall. Contact Chris Paradis,
Business Manager, Maine
Campus, Lord Hall Basement.
• • it • • • • •
idents are currently being con-
sulted as to their preferences for
furniture. Anchors said he
hopes to have Oxford's lounges
completed this semester.
Arrhors said replacing the
car p2t on one floor in each
15-year old building will cost
betv.een $30.000 and $40,000.
RecarFe6ng will take place over
a pericd of four -years, one floor
having its carpet replaced per
year.
lie carpet's life expectancy is
about seven years. Refurnish-
ing dr study lounges will cost
$12,C00 per dorm.
Deta Pearce, assistant com-
plexcirector, said the money to
replar the furniture and carpet
willtrime from residential life.
The Capital Improvements —
Contrittee, a branch of Resi-
dential Life, reviews the re-
qufsts of each complex for
appropriations toward improve-
ment projects.
Furcling comet from -room -
andboard rates. The committee
approved Hilltop's request last
spring after room and board
rates were determined.
Special
Roses 6.99 doz
Carnations
90C a piece 2.90 doz
35c a piece
Free delivery with cash 9iders 
Stillwater—Ave
827-7721
Cunningham's Florist 
. • • •G• • IP • • *
MAKE-USE OF
YOUR WRITES
The OCB NEWSLETTER is a
monthly publication of the
Off .Campus Board, and is
producedlprgely from,the_
contributions of volunteer help.
Wanted: feature articles,
photographs;-poetry, prose, -
awings, opinions, Investigative
articles, whatever!
GET-INVOLVED !
Currently accepting submissio
for October issue
If you have something to offer,
either towards this first issue or
to the publication of this
newsletter in general, contact:
Craig Freshley : OCB office,
Memorial Union: 581=2189
At home: 827-3174
(or drop off submissions in OCB
office w/ phone no.) Desidline for
October issue submissionii is October 5
• I S •0 PP •• •.0• II • •
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Cystic Fibrosis (continued
chronic coughing, wheezing and
respitory infections, abnormal bowel
movements, failure to gain weight in
infants and dangerous weight loss in
adults, and salty-tasting skin. In one
out of 10 cases, the infant is born with
putty-like obstruction of the intestines
called meconium ileus. This condition
is operable and makes diagnosis
immediate.
The treatments for CF are as
complex as the problems' it .causes.
Family members often gently pound
the back or chest of the victim, or the
from p. 1)
patient does exercises, followed by
deliberate bouts of coughing designed
to clear the respitory system.
Usualley CF sufferers can
manage their digestive problems with a
combination of enzymes, extra
vitamins and a low-fat, high calorie
diet.
The disease is most easily detected by
chemically analizing a sweat sample for
excessive levels of salt.  CF victims can
often live active lives, although the
illness can mean frequent
hospitalization.
I Today's Weather
Partly sunny today with high temperatures 65-70. Increasing cloudi-
ness toward evening, lows 50-55. For Saturday, overcast with a chance of
showers, highs 57-63.
Lowdown
Sunchy 6 Maine Christian
Assr. Protestant worship and
fellavship MCA Center 67
College Ave.
Fri.Sept. 24 at 4 until Sat. Sept.
25 at 4 P.M. Sigma Kappa
Sorcrly 7 & Tau Epsilon
Frarmity Big Brothers/Sisters
Mamthon.
Every Friday/Saturday The
Fo'c'sle 7:30 to Midnight Paul
Gintran: guitar and vocals
Frithy Gordon Bowie: guitar.
banjo, vocals
1 Onal Examination. Thomas
M.Marine. candidate for Ed. D.
degee. 159 Shibles
1:10 Animal &veterinary
Sciences Seminar. Peter Daniel
:Distant Chemoreception and
Life History of the Oyster
Flatworm. 22 Rogers. 2:10
Balmy and Plant Pathobgy
Sent nar. Dr. Christina
Scluintzer: "Ecology of Myrica
Galz, A Nitrogen-Fixing
Wetland Shrub." 17 Deering
7 lietarium Show. "Sky
Lighs: The Atmosphere and
Beyond," Wingate Admission.
7 &9S.E.A. Movie "The Final
Corifict." 101 English/Math
Admision.
7:30 Fo'c'sle Lowns Room,
Union
6:308:30, Wednesday and
_Thurs:lay evenings, The Writ-
402-PAgiish/Math, will
be open for tutoring. All
stuckrts are encouraged to take
advantage of the new evening
hous.
TEE STABLE INN
"The Inn for all reasons"
For Reservations Call
(207) 989-3200
SHOW RING
THE STABLE INN
IRON_KETTLE TAVERN
BREWER, MAINE 04412 TFeaoptEurnitilIrtNaewinmE"nglat nd's
448 WILSON STREET
U.S.A attractions.
STUDENT ENTERTAINMENT & ACTIVITIES
presents are
e
t he
Portland'
String
, Quartetin concert together
Hauck Auditorium
Sat..Sept.25 at 8pm
Tickets $ 3.50 UMO Students$5.00 General
FOR INFORMATION. CALL OR WRITE
STUDENT ENTERTAINMENT & ACTIVITIES
MEMORIAL UNION UMO
ORONO MAINE 04469
207'581 7929
San
_
Stuclen
by Lisa Reece
Staff Writer
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Student studies in Mexico and sees it the way it is
by Lisa Reece
Staff Writer
He was attending school in Mexico
City when a volcano erupted in the
Chicepas and caused panic among the
residents, he was there when the peso
value decreased, causing resentment
towards Americans, and he was there
during the Mexican presidential cam-
paigns, which caused political unrest.
Bdi Danielson, -a -UMO senior
Spanish/Journalism student studied
at the Institut° Mexicano Norteamer-
icano de Relaciones Culturales, a
language institute in Mexico City. last
semester. He went as part of the
National Northeast Consortium study
program of Mexico. which serves
U MO students. Spanish Associate--
Professor James Troiano is the
UMaine director for the national
program.
Danielson was the only student that
_studied in Mexico last semester, in
this program, which started in 1979 in
conjunction with the University of
Connecticut
Because the program is new.
different numbers of students attend
each year. As many as five UMO
students have attended school in
Mexico City.
Canielson said, "I went to Mexico
because I felt it was more practical,
and connected closer to the4,States."
Trojan° added, "It is very advan-
tageous because the student gets to
see and experience what he has been
reading from books in class."
Denielson said another reason he
went to Mexico to learn the culture
that went along with the language.
14 was enrolled in five classes at
the Ivixican Institute. Classes in-
cluded Mexican history', Mexican
Mural Art, Archaeology of Mexico.
Composition. and Economics of
Mexico. All the classes were taught in
English except the Composition class.
he aid.
"My best class," Danielson said.
"was the economics class."
"the class brought to life problems
of Ivixico and I could understand
thow problems. It's a gorgeous
country, rich in oil and minerals, but
the agricultural system is really
_ screwed up," he said.
At hough classes were important,
,Darielson said he learned the most
_ _-
-liti#Ifant things outside of the
claws.
lvtxicans either love you or hate
you, but the families I stayed with
were understanding," he said.
"The country is a land of extremes,
you have jungles and beaches, very
rich people and poor people, those
who spit on you and those who want
marry you," Danielson said.
It took some time to get used to the
Mexican culture and Danielson said at
first it was not easy.
"My first-- month there, 1—didn't
understand anything, I found myself
walking in a daze," he said.
l+ had to learn to conform to the
Mexican life and learn to—say all the
Bob Danielson
- right things. ",Certain things can
offend them so I had to learn all the
coned language," he said.
border to survive. Danielson said,
he hid to take the initiative. --
1 did a lot of things on my own, I
thotght that would help me become, 
-less- dependent. I learned by
experience." he said.
Maly Mexicans are resentful to-
wards Americans, as they automati-
cally assume all Americans are rich.
he si cl. "A lot of Mexicans spit on me
becaise I was American and had
blonde hair "
'One time," Danielson said, "a
Mexican tried to run me down with his
car. He spit on me, and yelled,
'Grir.igo go home!"
—They called Americans Gringos,"
he explained.
Ile Mexicans were more hostile
after the peso devaluation because the
Americans suddenly had double their
money. "It sometimes turned to real
hatred and violence." he said, "some
lean not talk
to me, after that."
To wt from to one place to another
in Mode° City, you could take the
buses or the metros (subway).
"Everything was always crowded,"
Danielson said.
"There was a lot to learn and one of
the things! found out was, when you
order anything from a restaurant, the
waiters are impossible." -
"late some pretty strange things,"
he said. 1-Lis Mexican mother uses'
fix cm burgers, and one time when he
went camping a wild pig ate all his
food, so he had to eat canned octopus
and snails, fish eyes and cactus plant
vegies.
"I never got used to the food, he
said.
Another thing he said he never got
used to, was all the heat, noise and air
nollution.
—ffe air pollution is 100 times
more than accepted levels," he said.
Abont"Mexicans. Danielson said,
'The people are ashamed of the
PRACTICAL & AFFORDABLE
I fala 
-.0111.11111L 1111
thitikagg ' •
This attractive 3-bedroom ranch on Glenwood Street Orono is practical
because it requires a minimum of care and has been very well maintained by
the present owners. It is energy efficient and offers good space for the
young family. It is also located in a very pleasant family neighborhood
convenient to Orono schools. It is affordable because of an attractive 7/
assumable morgage and is price to sell at $45,900.
Evesiwknds: Beverly Antonitis 866-2576, John deCaribody 827-3619,
Helen Btizzell 827-3433, Rose French 1-943-2688, Paula Page 827-5479,
Lois Soule 866-4060.
BRADFORD
Orono 866-5571
toll free 1-800-452-8783, Ext. F664 REALTc-i
out•of state 1-800-341-8720, Ext. F664
•••
•
3
underdevelOped country, but very
proud of their heritage. They are very
intensted in Americans. They knew
mose about America than we would
care to know about Mexico. They
--- were very eager to learn," he said.
"I found it very interesting that
Mexicans would have American say-
ings on their tee shirts and not even
know what they meant. One Mexican
offered me free scuba diving lessons if
I would give him my UMOtee shirt,"
he said.
'T d never take back the experience
I had in Mexico. I don't regret any of
it. A second language cr culture
makes anyone a richer person, the
more you know about another culture,
the more you learn about your own.
One way to learn the most is to put
yourself in positions that you normally
would not get into, he, said. "You
learn fast that way)-'  he added.
His last comment was, "It's At very
rewarding to know I lived thriiugh it."
'
The Public is Invited
To The
ANNUAL GREEK BALL
SPONSORED I3V-
sponsored by
St George
Greek Orthodox Church
Sat Oct 2, 1982
BYOB Greek Hor'd'oeuvres Semi-Formal
9:00 PM - 1:00 AM
Anah Temple Shrine Hall-Bangor
Live Greek & American Dance Music
Free Greek Dance Lessons
Sept 28 or 30- 730 PM
Call 945-9588 for dance lesson reservation
Donation $12.50 per person
To Order tickets, call- 945-9588
/
=1- ---
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Pay up or else
The Social Security Administration has finally de-
cided to get tough with the people who owe it money.
On Monday, the House Aging Committee held a
hearing on the Social Security Administration's
efforts to collect overpayments from beneficiaries.
John Harris, head of a union representing Social
Security employees, said the administration directed
employees to use aggressive collection-agency tactics
to get the money back.
In one case the SSA threatened to cut off benefits
to Antonio Cabral of Fall River, Mass. The 92 year--
old Cabral received $2.88 more than he was grantett-
The letter Cabral received said, "If within 30
days you do not refund the full amount or if we do
not hear from you, we will withhold your monthly
payment beginning 9-1-82."
Another beneficiary, Josephine Dioro of Boston,
said she was told her benefit checks would be reduced
by $524.43 unless she repaid at once the money the
agency said she received in error in 1976.
Harris said he is ashamed of the whole idea, and he
is not alone. "Some of the workers have done it
under protest and on pain of termination," Harris
said. He also said the workers have been told not to
tell the people they have the right to appeal.
Is this what our country has come down to--
badgering elderly people for money? These people
certainly didn't ask to be overpaid.
Safe or sorry
It's not news anymore that the alcohol policy on
this campus has under gone some drastic changes
recently.
The word from the UMO administration is that the
policy hasn't changed; only the enforcement has. I'd
like to know what the difference is.
It doesn't matter if you live on campus or off.
Nobody who has gone to school here in the past can
deny teeling a little discomfort and frustration as the
thumbscrews of reactionary conservatism continue to
be tightened.
"It seems that parties are being moved farther and
farther from campus," said junior Dave Simpson.
"You can't even have parties of more than 15
people in _Stillwater Village anymore," Simps9ikt4tid;
"I think there will be at least twice as many
highway accidents involving students now. People
don't always walk to parties.
"We ended up going to the Bounty last Friday
because the few small parties on campus were either
closed or full. This is the first time I've had to go off-
campus to find something to do," he said.
A junior transfer student from the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro, Kathy Moran, said,
The people at the Social Security Administration
made the mistake, it should be their responsibility to
make amends.
The SSA released a statement saying that 3.2
million people owe a total of $2.2 billion to the
agency, which figures out to an average of $687.50 a
person.
Compared to the current projected federal budget,
that's almost a negligible amount.
What about the billions of dollars that the oil
companies owe the government? Why doesn't some
agency go out and strong-arm them to paying up?
Maybe it's because the oil companies are a little more — - -
powerful than a bunch of elderly people who are
dependent upon those monthly social security
payments for their very existence. The agency doesn't
have to worry about Door old Mr. Cabral hiring a
high-powered lawyer to evade the debt collectors.
The statement released by the agency also said,
"Prompt collection of these debts is not only good
business, but is also essential to help restore public
confidence in the programs administered by this
agency."
It's a unique way to create an image for people to
have confidence in. The image more closely
resembles a bully. -
C.M.
"Fraternity parties at my old school were open.
Fraternities could do anything they wanted. There
never seemed to be any problem. And the drinking
age was 20 there, too. I didn't anticipate the hassles
I'm running into as far as weeking socializing goes."
York Complex Director Greg Stone was quoted in
a Campus article Wednesday as saying "I have no
doubt that students will seek alternative places to
drink (because of the stricter enforcement). I would
do it myself at that age."
In that same article, Wendy Walton Tripp, UMO's
conduct officer, said, "If students really want to
drink, they'll find some place to do it."
They will "Find" some place whether it be at now
"illegal" fraternity parties Ole bad IT-miles. away.
It doesn't matter. It will still happen. Only now it's
going to be that much more dangerous.
Sooner or later the Silverman Administration is
going to discover that no matter how good their
intentions are, there just might be more problems
created than solved.
T.R.
The native eye
STEVEN
 GUTHRIE
Dogfight
discriminatio
Now that we've been gagged -
by Moon with her spoon and 014.
Town with its stench, let's get
on lo something we can swal-
low.
Tle minority group on cam-
pusthat is discriminated against
the rnost is the Dog Fighting
Chin. The club over the years
hIsi4tded with the head jocks
tO get varsity status and letter
jackets, but not even Stu
Haskell will budge. The admire-_
istratin has withdrawn mailing
privileges and Carl Pease re-
fuses to write them a constitu-
tion.
To get an understanding of
their dub, I talked with its
president over biscuits and
brew. I can't use his name
because he's afraid they'll take
his scholarship away.
"M.. President, I have read
reports that your club is dwind-
ling in numbers, that varsity
statusis out of the question, and
you've had to move your fights
off campus. Is there a chance
that dog-fighting. long a pop-
ular sport with the crowd that
hangsout in front of the Union,
is going the way of Rudy's
steel? Are you among a dying
breed?"
"eve, you are a pessimist,"
the dub president began.
"Ilere's a great number of
dog at UMO and we have
forner dub members back to
compete. Just this week,
Brutus and his handler came
back
"A couple of weeks ago we
finally negotiated a long-term
cortact to buy the left-over
me g from the cafes. It's good—
enagh to feed the dogs, and
plenty of it.
• "k it true that a match
scheduled for Fogler's front
step was moved because some
'New Yorker in the administra-
tion said it was an unappro-
priate function for the library 
 
stqs?' I asked.
'Yes, but we held the match
amh3w. He booted Folsom's
bard from the steps too."
'Mr. President, who are
son e of the distinguished
doe"
tr off-campus division has
got the best teeth. Seepic is
gating weight, but Zepplin and
Sparky and Foxy have strongerjaws We should see some good
fights with Brutus back for
awlile. In the campus division.
Keg and Buster from frat row
are the top
-ranked, but they
wait get together to fight. I
thirk one of them prefers bluejears."
'Mr. President, will we ever
see cur dub back on campus?"
lra, but only to get the
meg."
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Pedestria
To the editor,
While walking home 1
the library late Mor
evening a friend of mine a
were almost struck b
recklessly driven vehicle. /
we had crossed the street
Fernald Hall, a car going t
extremely fast speed -pt
out from the stop sign ne;
the building. My friend a
had just reached the sidet
when out of curiosity
looked over , our shoul
towards the sound of the
As soon as we saw
headlights we realized the e
intentions were to ci
directly at us. Awestruck
full of fear, we leaped a
feet on the grass as the
came only a couple of
All hail Gi
To the editor:
Social commentary
guise of farce has long b
effective political tool.
also provided some
legitimate ,entertain
Allow me to bring to mi
an example of the fe
Voltaire, and of the
Mark Russell.
Guthrie's column
September sevente
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Pedestrian sport
To the editor,
While walking home from
the library late Monday
evening a friend of mine and I
were almost struck by a
recklessly driven vehicle. After
we had crossed the street near
Fernald Hall, a car going at an
extremely fast speed -pulled
out from the stop sign next to
the building. My friend and I
had just reached the sidewalk
when out of curiosity we
looked over our shoulders
towards the sound of the car.
As soon as we saw the
headlights we realized the car's
intentions were -re -Cottle
directly at us. Awestruck and
full of fear, we leaped a few
feet on the grass as the car
came only a couple of feet
.41
away from us. The car
proceeded to skid across the
street and almost collided with
the steps of Lord Hall.
It's unfortunate enough one
has to walk through campus
worrying about who may
jump out of the next bush, let
alone be concerned about a car
coming from out of nowhere
attempting to take your life.
The risks people will take for a
laugh or a scare could lead to
far more than just a game.
Don't be fooled by a false
sense of security because of
-the secluded campus setting.
One still has to look before
one crosses the street.
Lindsay Gilmore
Elizabeth Callahan
Hancock
_jtll hail
 
Guthrien Logic?--
To the editor:
Social commentary in the
guise of farce has long been an7_,
 
effective political tool.-It has-
also provided some very
legitimate .entertainitient-:—
Allow me to bring to mind, as
an example of the former,
Voltaire, and of • the latter,
Mark Russell. Steven
Guthrie's column in the
September seventeenth
Campus attempts, insofar as I
can recognize it, to follow in
this tradition. So dies
quality. Instead of well
articulated social cynicism,
what emerges is an undirecte ,
chaotic, explosion
unecessary criticsm.
I am not maintaining that
this University's dec•sion-
makers and the peopk who
run its institutio s are
undeserving of critisiü. What
they need, how1èver, is
constructive critic,ism. Does
Guthrien logic /take= into
account the possibility that the
university emloyees, regardless
of letiel, exist to serve the
student? And if, at times, they
appear to forget this, need
they be subjected to a mindless
blast of_boorish and useless
insults. In fact, it appears that
no one is exempt, Mr. Gitthr-ka
levels his venemous pen at,
variously, Hannibal Hamlin
Hall, (the address
accompanying this letter
reveals my partisanship for
that particular dormitory) the
cabineers, the fraternities and
the student body in general.
So Mr. Guthrie, is an ultra-
individualist.Apparently he
fits none of these molds. Most
people exibit some alienation
but Mr. Guthrie's alienation is
matched only by his loss of
perspective. His criticism
covers all the bases and
therefore loses any legitimacy.
It is not constructive criticism,
it is useless, irresponsibsle
negitavistic meandering. Mr.
Guthrie's article emerges, I
hope., as a pathetic disaffected
voice of one.
Raymond C. Rolls
108 Hannibal Hamlin
Journalism martyrs?
To the editor, rtin not being critical of
your writing, Mr. Walker, butA question for David I am annoyed with its content.Walker concerning his -"hist—Journalism's ideologies on
Thinking" column in soul-searching and suffering
Tuesday's Maine Campus: are hokey, and I've finally
Why do I feel like this piece gotten sick of hearing them.
was written by a martyr? A young woman
I am a journalism major approached a friend of mine
and too many times I've heard (also a journalism major) at a
echoes of your sentiments on --party Thursday night and said,
the pressures (surely super in "You journalism majors think
down the haggard
size) constantly weighing you're God's gift to Earth."
Though not very original, she("underpaid") news reporter got her point across.
on his journey toward a goal: 
objectivity. What I -want to say is ease
- \, 
up on the' constant struggle
Goal, in this instance, spiel. Last time I checked, we
sounds syn'onomous of weren't on a mission fromdestiny. Are we suddenly not God. •
people with a prOfession, but
Tom St. Amand
with a divine right to write? Orono
rather, a species a level above
Political greed?
To the editor,
Diversity is the by-product
of radicalism. The plethora of
groups aligned with the 'idea'
of revolution does not
necessarily imply that some
broad and tacit agreement has
bce . achieved. It. is a
fragmentation which will be
fatalistically condemned 10
dissolution. Both the
Reformation and the French
Revolution are well defined
examples. We have come to an
instrumental crossroad.
Suffering will continue-as.-
suffering must continue,
because suffering is the glory
of all mankind.
Inflicting terror is the means
TO overcoming suffering for
the greatest possible number
of people. One bomb is worth
thousands of under-nourshed
infants or -a- deforested
countryside. We must
promote the utilization of
-inner torqu.---an- economic
More letters
on page 4
— Sig EV
shines
concept first introduced by
Jesus Prirnitivo in his seminal
work "Doctrines and
Structures: Brazil in
Conflageration":
With inner torque the
masses inflict a true revolution
which arises out of suffering
"ancl feeds need directly._ It
revolves as a cylinder is
compelled to when spud. A
greater moment will come for
'humanity when Primitivo's
ecomomic thoughts are put
into practice in an urban
landscape trembling for
change. _ It can only be
momentary, as the author
says, as momentary as a
lifetime is in the dense "jungle
of history's errors".
Rousseau, Sade, Cellini and
Che are Primitivo's
forerunners-and our
comrades.
Nick Cusa
Bangor
P.S. Measure your need tor re-
volution by the yardstick of
sexual concern.
Twisted words
To the editor:
In response to Bob Pooler's
letter in the Thursday, Sept. 23
issue of the Campus
concerning the leveling of the
cabins. When we stated higher
salaries, we assumed
professor's pay, not
McCarthy's. You love 'to twist
our words. Besides salaries we
also mentioned obsolete lab
equipment and community
services. To spend $15,000 or
more on 30-odd people is
absurd. We also never
suggested where in particular
the money should be spent.
This is a job for our student
senate. We never mentioned
fraternities, sorotities or a
mass grab in the fieldhouse. to
suggest that we run and be
compensated for such a money
grab, it would certainly benefit
more than 30 people! Bob,
you letter was nothing more
than rambling.
Cecil Strange
Russ Lutz
Orono
To the editor,
CONGRATULATIONS to
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
members in their- community
service project this past
weekend.
Yes, at 7 a.m. fifteen
members were at the door of
the Newman Center to give
five hours of work. It's great
to see such enthusiasm among
our college students here at
UMO. Our Newman Center is
so much shinier because of the
efforts of this fraternity.
Many times all we hear
about fraternities is negative.
Since coming to Orono, I have
found the opposite to be true
so often. The fraternity system
is a positive influence on the
UMO community.
Fr. Larry Conley
Newman Center
Holiday
services
To the editor:
The congregation Beth Is-
rael and I wish to extend
wishes for a healthy and happy
new year to the university
community.
Please feel welcome to our
services. Yom Kippur:
Kolnidre Sunday Sept. 26 at 6
p.m., Monday, Sept. 27.
Morning services at 8 a.m. and
evening services at 4:10 p.m.
Sukkot will begin Friday, Oct.
1 with evening services at 6:10
p.m
Joseph P. Schonberger, Rabbi
Bangor
Poor job
To the editor:
I am tired of hearing about
what a good job David Emery
is doing for Maine. In all
actuality, for the past four
years, Maine has had only one
representative in the House of
Representatives; the
Honorable Rep. Olympia
Snowe. David Emery does not
now, nor has he ever
represented Maine or its
people first. Plain and simple,
Emery represents Emery in
Washington, not us. He
wishes our votes in November
only to further his own
political career. Maine
benefits from Emery if, and
only if, its needs happen to
match his.
This letter is totally
erroneous, but equal with
those on Emery's campaign
committee.
Kris Clark
Bangor
••
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Funds limit how much SLS can offer
To the editor:
We would like to correct a
couple of factual errors that
appeared in your Sept. 15
editorial titled "Take
Advantage."
The Student Legal Services
budget is not one third of the
total Student Government
budget as stated, but is instead
less than 15 percent,
something which we made
very clear to your reporter,
Joe Ledo. About $4.40 a year
per student of the Student
Activity Fee goes to SLS. The
total activity feel is $20 a
semester, or $40 a year.
We also believe the quote
attributed to one of our
paralegals (They.. .student
government.. .had the same
philosophy the Reagan
Candidates
To the editor;
The University Democrats
would like, to extend an
invitation to all students to
become involved in the
upcoming political elections.
Our meetings tire—held every
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the
Coe Lounge of the Memorial
Our organization has
planned many activities for the
upcoming month. Currently,
we have been sponsoring voter
registration tables--in-the
Union and dormitories to
register and enroll university -
students. These tables will be
located in each dining
commons during Sept.
20-30. Stop by and get
registered!
Prof. Ken Hayes, candidate
for State Representative to the
Legislature in District 77
attends our meetings in
addition to representatives of
other democratic candidates.
Here is your chance to meet
the local candidates who are
working for you. Become
active in the campaign and
express your views.
In addition to supporting
ana working for local
candidates, members of the
University Democrats . have
been working - • On the
campaigns of state and"
national offices.
---,Kathy Ruth
Treasurer
University Democrats
Missing
To the editor:
Recently, the
plywood—head of the Maine
Bear was ripped off the end of
the mobile press box. The
press box has been donated
by the Graduate M Club to
serve both men and women
athletic events. Since we do
not know who is responsible
for the theft, we would
appreciate any lead that might
be available front) our student
body. Hopefully, the Bear's
head will soon be returned to
the Alumni Center and we can
once again add it to the press
box.
Her Pratt
Graduate M Club
administration does toward
legal services for the poor")
was taken totally out xif
context.
In the spring of 1981, the
General Student Senate, acting
upon the recommendation of
then-president Charles
Mercer, cut the SLS budget
drastically. As a result, SLS
stopped representing students
in court on all traffic and
criminal matters, although we
continued to give advice.
Mr. Ledo asked why this
happened.
He was told there were a
number of reasons. One of
these reasons was some then-
student senators, who have
long since graduated, felt the
student activity fee should not
be used to defend
"criminals." There xercitiany
other reasons as well. Some
senators simply wished to cut
the budget to hold down the
activity fee; others believed the
activity fee should only go to
activities and not to services.
Regardless, SLS could not
have gone to court on traffice
and criminal issues in the
1981-82 school year anyway
simply because we did not
have the staff power. This was
because the senate had cut our
budget.
After having gone through
this, Mr. Ledo asked why we
had reinstated Court
representation for traffic
offenses, which we have done
beginning in June, 1982, but
not for OUI.
Mr. Ledo was told that the
major reason for this was
because the SLS Board, not
student government, felt
correctly that current staff
levels were still too low for us
to • be able to handle the
additional burden of OUI.
Mr. Ledo was also told that
some members of the SLS
Board, not student
government, did object to
representing "criminals."
These board members were
holdovers from the Mercer--
administration and have since
graduated.
We stress that it is not a
matter of student government
allowing or not allowing us to
handle OU1 in court. We
simply do not have the staff,
and realistically would need to
add a second attorney to be
able to provide that
service—at a cost to student
government of $12,000 to
The issue is still freedom of choine
To the editor:
Those of us in the
Association of Independent--
Professionals very much
appreciate the space and
su-W-ort---You- have shown us.
However, there are some
points which should be
clarified:
First, a provision of the
_recently settled contract with
-the Professional employees
union (UMPSA) was that the
Maine Labor Relations Board
(an impartial party) would
conduct a referendum of all
university professionals to
determine whether or not
_compulsory contributions
would be a part of
employment at the
university. The results of this
referendum (211 to 188)
indicated that a majority of
professionals choose not to
have compulsory
contributions to the onion be a
part of working here.
Second, technically, no
faculty member is compelled
to "join" AFUM. Each
faculty member has the option
of contribution an amount
equal to union dues to an
"educational fund"
administered by the union, or
paying 95 percent of dues to
the union as a representation
fee. The faculty contract states
that each faculty member must
join or select one of these
options.
The principle involved in
the current lawsuit, and in the
current refusal of many
faculty members to select any
one of these options is the one
of compulsion. For many of
us, the amount in question is
not. as important as the
principle of freedom of choice
to which organizations and
causes we choose to support.
Unfortunately, federal aria'
state labor laws require the
university and union to
determine the conditions of
employment for all members
Maine Campus- batting-in-a slump
To the editor:
In this sports minded
society, everyone is aware of
streaks and slumps....
Sometimes everything goes
right for a person; sometimes
everything goes wrong.
Better days no doubt will
come, but the Maine Campus
is in a slump. First on Tuesday
it got wrong the Counil of
College's action on the El
Salvador resolution (strike
one) and then on Wednesday it
swung and missed on AFUM
(the faculty union) and A1P.
The article misrepresents --the
issue. No one, I repeat, no one
is forced to join or support the
faculty union which has
done so' much to raise salaries
on this and other campuses of
the University of Maine. Every
faculty member has three
choices: to join the union and
pay the dues; to pay a
representation fee and use the
union's expertise and facilities
for such matters as grievances;
to pay an amount equal to the
dues into an education fund to
be used for scholarships or for
huller educational purposes.
The fund is administered
jointly by the union and the
university administration. It
does not support union
activity. So, strike two on the
article.
The editorial and cartoon
are another matter. The
editorial repeats a number VT
times the clearly inaccurate
statement that faculty are
forced to pay dues to a union
they may not want. But that
great American
principle—FREEDOM OF
CHOICE—that you refer to
has not been violated. Faculty
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still have the right to choose
among three alternatives, and
one of those choices allows
them to support the
university's educational
mission. Since this error just
compounds the article's
mistakes, perhaps it is not a
third strike. Let's call it a
couple of foul balls. The
cartoon is foul in another way,
implying, as it does, that the
union employs physical force.
Clearly, effective arm twisting
is not AFUM's forte, since the
members of AIP have been
able to resist the pain for
several years now.
Before I close, to await
anxiously another issue of the
Campus, let me comment on
the principle of freedom of
choice and offer an
alternative. No one in this
society has now or ever had an
$15,000 a year! Currently, our
total budget is $43,000. That
would be a big increase.
SLS continues to believe, as
we always have, that the cuts
made in our program by the
1981 student senate were
wrong. But the 1982 senate
should not be hung for the
mistakes of their student
government were lust super
Ail- ring The whole 1-15-fdget
process WI spring. They
deserve credit, not criticism.
We would like to add that
we are grateful the
Campus editorially urged
students to use our office, and
that we had no problems with
Joe Ledo's accompanying
article, which was accurate
and professional.
The Staff of
Student Legal Services
of the particular bargaining
unit, regardless of
cont-ribution and/or
membership. This- is a
principle which is apparently
as unsatisfactory to the
union—which feels that it has
incurred costs to negotiate our
contracts, as it is to those of us
who feel that the union is not
acting in our best interests.
I feel certain that this issue
will continue to be one of
interest to all of us in the
university community.
Thank you again for your
support and interest.
David S. Baxter
Co—chairman, AIP
absolute right to freedom of
choice. You cannot choose to
run a bar in your home
without a license. You cannot
operate even an inoffensive
business in that home unless
you are in a business zone.
You do not have a right to
play a 'stereo so loud that
people down the block are
disturbed. You do not have
the freedom to choose to use
narcotic drugs. In short,
choices are limited by jaw
every day. But you need not
.despair that America is in
decline, for there is another
principle at work here, and it
is as old as America itself: the
principle of community.
Jerome Nadelhaft
President, AFUM—UMO
by Berke Breathed
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Gemayel vows to stop violence
LEBANON (AP)--Amin GeMayel
took over as Lebanon's president
Thursday, vowing to stop "the vicious
cycle of bloody violence" that has
gripped his land for eight years.
"It expresses all we hid in mind
really," former Prime lvfinister Saeb
Salam, a leading Lebanese Moslem,
said of the Christian rresident's
inaugural speech. "We have great
hopes in him."
In the Mediterranean. 1,800 U.S.
Marines aboard the helicopter carrier
Guam steamed toward Beirut to join a
new three-nation peacekeeping force
charged with guarding against further
-Christion-Moslem bloodletting. The
first peacekeeping unit, 300 French
paratroopers, was expected in the
Lebanese capital Friday morning, and
the Marines on Saturday. _
Reaiminations from last week's
Beirut refugee camp massacre con-
tinued to rock Israel.
An estimated 3,000 demonstrators,
shquting"Begin resign!" marched on
Prime Minister Menachem Begin's
home as the wave of protests
continued over his govertinierirrrefu-
sal to authorize an irdependent
—inquiry into Israeli conduct during the
mass killings, which were carried out
by Israel's Lebanese Christian allies.
The respected Israeli newspaper
Haaretz quoted two Isrxli soldiers
stationed near the massacre scene as
saying they suspected a slaughter was
under way in Palestinian camps and
had iztormed their commanders, but
were. 010;‘,!'ltls. all right, don't
 
--
lstli Erefense Minister And Sha-
ron says Israeli troops helped coordi-
nate the Christian Phalagist militia
vaidon the two predominantly Moslem
camps, but never expected it to end in
a massacre. He says Israeli forces
intervened to stop the bbodbath.
PUC hears testimony
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)- Advocates
of low-imcome people testified Thurs.
day that central Maine Power Co.'s
proposed home energy-conservation
loan program would exclude most poor
people and would cost all CMP
ratepayers too much money.
"This program does not meet the
needs of low-income people,"
Jacqueline Stephens of Portland told
the Public Utilities Commission at a
hearing on the proposal, which would
go into effect next month if approved.
"There are too many restrictions"
-----en-whe-is eligible and how the mon 12
_can be used, Ms. Stephens said. She
said low-imcome people would pay for
the program through higher electric
rates, but would not benefit from it.
Among other things, she said, many
low-income people could not meet
bank credit-standards, a requirement
for eligibility, and many would want to
borrow less than $250, the minimum
loan available under the moposal.
Anti-nuclear activists and the Na- ,
tural Resources Council of Maine also
testified against the proposal. Vir-
ginia Davis, attorney for the NRCM.
said CMP had done "no market
'studies to determine whether this
wouii be a success." She said there is
a very good chance the program will
fail because it is so restrictive.
But state Energy. Director Gordon
Wei, whose office 1.21ped develop- the
proposal, told ITC it is part ore
package of p rams that would help
conserve e gy.
Under the proposal. CMP would
provide loans of between $250 and
$2,000 at 9 percent interest to
residential customers who have elec-
tric hot water heaters or use electricity
as a major heating source. The money
coukl be used by electric-heat custo-
mers to insulate or in other ways
tighten their homes. People with an
electric hot-water heater could use the
loans to install solar water heaters,
heat-pump devices or to insulate their
water heaters.
The loans would be available to
people who own homes, earn less that
$35,000 a year and meet bank credit
standards.
The program would tun for two
years, or until $5 million is loaned,
whichever comes first. CMP is asking
for an immediate $1 million rate hike
to help pay for it, Of which $200,000
would make up for revenues CMP
expects to lose as customers reduce
their electric use.
Sat: MEP/stage
Monday: SEE or BE
the entertainment
Amateur night
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Senate kills prayer in schools
WASHINGTO (AP)--The Senate
dealt akilling b)ow on Thursday to the
last remaining item on the "New
_Right's" social agenda as it set aside
/ legislation designed to restore organ-
lied prayer to public schools.
Witi the urging of Republican
Leader Howard Baker. the chamber
voted 79 to 16 to call a halt to the
week-long battle over Helms' proposal
to strip the federal courts of their
jurisdiction over the prayer issue.
The vote marked anotter personal
defeat for the New Right's leader in
the Senate, Jesse Helms, Rn-N.C.
VINO
a-
0
Earlier, Helms lost his fourth and
final attempt to stem a liberal
filibuster on the issue. The vote to
limit the debate was 52 to 45, still
seven votes short of the 60 needed.
Helms was left with virtually no
room for further maneuvering in the
current session), since the 79-16 tally
deleted the prayer issue from the
debt-limit bill to which it was attached.
That setback followed the Senate's
dumping of an anti-abortion package
last week, in light of a similar filibuster
by liberals.
It's
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Maine Yankee refueling
W1SCASSET, Maine -Refueling is
scheduled to start at the Ma me Ya nkee
atomic plant Friday evening, but
people living near the site may hear
noise and see steam rise as valve tests
go on earlier in the day. plant officials
said.
The 10-year-old reactor will be shut
down Friday afternoon as steam safety
valvesare tested, said Donald Vigue of
the Maine Yankee Atomic Power
Co_.-okyrier of the Qtate's only nuclear
power plant. .
TIr learn that may be noticeable to
people in the coastal Wiscasset area
will be coming —Tthe ho—ri-
nudear side of the plant. The steam
and ncise will be part of the testing
procecirre. Vigue said.
With the beginning of its first decade
in service this fall, more detailed
inspections of the nuclear vessel are
required by the federal Nuclear
Regulatory-Commission.
In its 10 years, Maine Yankee has
saved almost 78 million barrels of oil,
said Maine Yankee officials. They say
this accounts for $134 million in
savingSin Maine alone last year.
Since its last refueling 14 months
ago, Maine Yankee has produced more
than 7 billion kilowatt hours of
electricity. Officials said it would take
11.5 million barrels of oil to churn out
same amount of power.
On Nov. 2, Maine voters are to
decide in a referendum whether Maine
Yankee should be closed down
permanently in five years. The Maine
Nuclear Referendum Committee,
fearing the danger of a nuclear
accident, says conservation and
development of alternate energy
sources. could make up for the loss of
Maine Yankee power , without
considerable cost to consumers.
But the Maine Office of Energy
Resources has come out against the
proposal, saying Maine needs nuclear
power as part of its overall energy mix.
OER Director Gordon Weil was
scheduled to give a news conference
Friday in Augusta- to discuss  the 
economic impacts of the piroposed
Maine Yankee closing,.
Both Gov. Joseph Brennan and his'
GOP opponent in the November
eleiction say they oppowd the pro-
posed Maine Yankee doing.
1
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942-7192
 across from the library.
Cruise the Beautiful
Penobscot River -
v Aboard Maine's largest cruise boat
the MY Mt. katadin.Departure from the
public landing beneath the Bangor.
Brewer bridge.
Just leininutes from campus; 
WEDNESDAY 6:00am-9:00pm
Cruise with Country Western Music 46.00 
THURSDAY 6:00pm-9:00pm
Ladies Night all ladies 1/4
 
price!
FRIDAY 11:30am-1:00pmLunchtime Cruise.-
6:00,40•9:00pm
Old and New music -
$6.00
$6.00
10:00pm-midnight
Moonlight - Starlight on the Penobscot $5.00
SATURDAY, 9:30am-12:30pm -
Morning Cruise. $7.00
1:30pm-5:30pm
- Hour Cruise to Bucks port and Fort Knox
$9.006:00pm-9:00pm
b Sunset Party Cruise
$Moonlight-Starlight on the Penobscot 65..0:
10:00pm•midnight
i SUNDAY . 9:30am•12:30pm
Morning Cruise $7.00
1:30pm-5:30pm
[
4- Hour Cruise to Bucksport and Fort Knox
$9.00
6:00pm -9:00pm
Sunset Party Cruise S.00 1
Snack Bar and Cocktail Bar Available
594-8115 or iFor more information call 594-8416
t
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News Briefs
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)-
An Eastern Airlines jet made
an emergency landing Thursday
at Jacksonville International
Airport after an engine
malfunction triggered warning
lights, officials said.
The pilot shut down the engine
on the twin-engined DC-9 and
landed it safely. There were 30
passengers aboard the plane,
Flight 689 from Atlanta to
Daytona Beach and Melbourne.
The landing occured about
7:50 a.m., 55 minutes after
takeoff, passengers said:
"There was no fire. We had a
warning light," said Gene
Wieneke, local station manager
for Eastern. He said it appeared
an engine duct failed, touching
off the warning system.
SAN SALVADOR, El
Salvador (AP)—U.S. officials
have presented the Salvadoran
government $78 million in aid
from the Reagan administra-
tion's Caribbean Basin Initiative.
All but $3 million goes to the 
centralbank for imports from the
United States. The balance is to
help families displaced by the 35-
month-old civil war between
leftist guerrillas and the
U.S.—supported government.
The military aid program to El
Salvador amounted to $81
million this year, while the
adminktration has requested $60
million in military assistance for
the fiscal year starting Oct. 1.
•
DOVER—FOXCROFT, Maine
(AP)- . • . —
A 20 room Victorian mansion
up for grabs in an essay contest
was awarded Thursday to a
Waterville Woman who is.
bringing . her El Salvadoran
family to live in the house.
Doris Woodward immigrated
from El Salvador in 1965 and has
since brolught 13 members of her
family to this country, according
to James Austin, the lawyer
representing the owner of the
house, Jane Pieriboni.
Mrs. Woodward was selected
Wednesday from more than 800
people who each paid more than
$50 to write an essay on "Why I
want to own a big old house in
Maine."
(AP)-Railroad engineers were
back at the throttle Thursday
tugging at logjam of cargo after a
four-day strike that the
government stepped in to end
before the nation's commerce
was strangled.
Commuter trains ran on time
in Chicago, Boston, San
Francisco and elsewhere where
• the walkout by 26,000 members
of the brotherhood of locomotive
engineers had created rushhour
chaos.
The strike ended Wednesday
when President Reagan signed a
joint congressional resolution
imposing a settlement on the
locomotive engineers' union and
the industry.
mexican restaurant• visit us at our new Close to Campu
• location at the intersection of
College Avenue &
• Stillwater Avenue
N.! _
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Reynolds files countersuit
LOS ANGELES, Calif. (AP) -
Burt Reynolds has filed a $300,000
countersuit against a free-lance
photographer who alleges the actor
punched him and threw his camera
during a scuffle outside Reynolds'
home.
The suit, filed Sept. 13 in Superior
Court, claims trespassing and invasion
of property, intentional infliction of
emotional distress and abuse of process
against photographer Russell C.
Turiak, Reynolds spokesman David
Gershenson said Thursday.
The complaint is in response to a $1
million suit Turiak filed after the April
26 incident.
Turiak, 37, told police the actor had
Nixon warns a-Soviet treat
WASHINGTON (AP) - Accusing
West German leaders of viewing the
crackdown in Poland as Only a
"regrettable inccrnvenience," former
President Richard M. Nixon says the
NAM alleance is thniatened by
shameful disunity and neutralism.
'In reaching East, the Europeans
are in danger of breaking their lifeline
to the West," Nixon wrote in a new 
bock called 'Leaders." It is critical
also of forma President Carter and
urges a policy of "hard-headed
detente" toward the Soviet Union.
In dealing with the Soviet Union,
the former president said the allies
should make clear "we are deter-
mined to take whatever measures are
necessary" to preserve freedom.
He described Soviet leaders as
"hard, cold, tough realists who
undrstand the arithmetic of interna-
tional power."
In this vein,,-Kirion was critical of
Carter, calling him "dangerously
nahe" in trying to apply the Golden
Rule to the Kremlin-. --
"Resident Carter, with the best of
intentions, triedunilateral restraint in
the hopes that the Soviets would
follow suit," Nixon said—l_Mie result
was disastrous!'" As he cut hack on
American arms programs, the Soviets
stepped up theirs."
Proposing what he called "hard
head detente," Nixon said the
United States must work to regain the
nuclear superiority it had a decade ago
when he was president.
Migrant murderer found guilty
HAYWARD, Calif. (AP)-
The jury in Juan Corona's retrial
found him guilty of 25 counts of first-
degree murder Thursday for stabbing
and slashing migrant farm workers to
death more than a decade ago.
The jury of seven men and five
women had deliberated 10 days after a
trial that lasted seven months.
The case created a sensation as the
largest mass murder in U.S. history in
1971 when the bodies of the victims
were unearthed from shallow graves
near Marysville, about 100 miles
northeast of Sacramento.
The trial was held before Superior
Court Judge Richard Patton of Sutter
County, who also presided at the first
trial.
punched him in the mouth and thrown
his camera over a fence as Reynolds,
46, and actress Loni Anderson, 36,
entered the driveway in Reynolds'
Rolls-Royce.
Reynolds claims that Turiak, who
had been photographing him and Miss
Anderson, star of CBS-TV's "WKRP
in Cincinnati," was trespassing and
blocking the driveway, Gershenson
said. He denied that Reynolds punched
Turiak.
•
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Meanwhile, the star of such movies
as "Hooper," "Smokey and the
Bandit" and "Best Little Whorehouse
in Texas" flew home late Wednesday
after a one-day visit to the Mayo Clinic
in Rochester, Minn. He was
accompanied by actor Jim Nabors.
Reynolds was reportedly suffering
from stomach and back pains, but the
nature of his visit was not disclosed by
the clinic.
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2 Days Only!!
Friday & Saturday
September 24th, 10-9
September 25th, 9-5
Alpine & Touring Equipment
Super Savings! Great Selection!
That's what you'll find at our TENT SALE of last year's new
equipment, odds and ends, and demo, rental and used skis,
boots, bindings and poles.
Due to the success of our Pre-Season Sale, we have extended it
through Saturday, September 25th. We still have a great
selection of Alpine and X-C skis, boots, poles and accessories,
and even bicycles.
Remember the sale ends September 25th. This is your last
chance to take advantage of sale prices. Don't wait until the
snow flies before you gear up for the coming ski season. Buy
now and save!
IT'S NICE TO HAVE A MEND IN THE BUSINESS
RACK
Maine Square. Hogan Road, Bangor 945-6474 or 945-6475
Mon., Tues., Wed., & Thurs. 10-6. Fri. 10-9. & Sat. 10-6
7-
%lb
4:
10
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Sports
Bears, Terriers meet in
Yankee Conference Game
by Paul Tykey
Staff Writer
A battered, bruised Bca on
University football squad wil host theUMO Black Bears Satirday atNickerson Field in Boston.
The Terriers all-time rushing king,and fourth leading ground gainer inNew England history, All-Anr ri can
NIVER.srrciNEmAs STILLWATER AVE.
OLD TOWNFr & Sot at 645 & 900 Pm 827- RI;0Sun-Thor at 7 30 only solgs,„aftnee at 2
"One of the liveliest movies
of the year."
 06.1 I..., KM 111/104111101115 •
JOHN
CASSAVETES
• COLS PFLYIAIIE
GENA
ROWLANDS
"Masterful"
119,,
"Wonderful
10"..11CHARLESO11elergalg. NIGELHAVE.RS
CHARIOTS OF FIRE_ _ _
Sot & Sun Matme* Availabl•
Doily 7 IL 9- 15 I Student Discounts
at 2
t3E1ICROSS
Greg Drew, has been sidelined this -
season with a severly- sprained ankle
and his status is questionable for
Saturday's game.
"He ran hard for the first time
Wednesday," head coach Rick Taylor
said, "but he didn't cut any corners
and he hasn't been hit yet. If he doesplay he'll see spot duty at best."
Taylor said Drew, who averaged125.7 yards a game last year, mighthave made the difference last Saturday
when the Terriers suffered a disaster-
ous 22-20 loss to rivaliA)NH.
- In that game, BU's offense gainedless than 40 yards in the first half, and
three defensive starters wee injured,furdng them out of the line upindefinitely.
Noseguard Tom Krasoo and line-backers John Lane and Gary Burns will
not play Saturday against a Maine
offense Taylor said he is'very impres-
sed with."
"Their (Maine's) offense is very
aggressive- the way they played inthose overtimes was just amazing."
Taylor said...
"The loss of those three willdefinitely hurt us becausethe kids who
will play in .their .place are basicallyinexperienced. The wing-T in itself
will cause us plenty of problemsbecause we don't see it wry much
during the year." he said.
Taylor's fears are well justified.
'23z,
OUR WORK-STUDY PROGRAM GETS YOUMORE THAN TWO INCOME
If you have at least two years of college left,they can be over $6,000 cheaper. By joining theArmy Reserve and Army ROTC at the sametime, you earn two incomes—over $100 a month as
a Reservist, and $100 a month as an ROTC Cadet.You graduate from ROTC a second lieutenant
and continue in the Reserve as an Army officer. It's
called the Simultaneous Membership Program.By joining the Army Reserve now, you can take yourpaid initial entry training over the summer.You'll then qualify for Advanced ROTC programs
at over 800 colleges, universities, and cross-enroll-
ment schools. If you'd like to learn more, stop by
or call.
- ARMY
RBE ALLYOME .
US Army Collage Recruiter
ssn Terry D. White
0 202 Harlow Street ,
Bangor, ME 04401
945-6361
_
••••-
Steve Keating
Beth times (Howard and URI)
Labonte, Bouier and Company havefaced defenses that haven't been used
•to the wing-T, they have rolled up over
'400 yards in total offense and scored
eight touchdowns during regulationn.
play.
Fullback Matt Bennett 's sprained
ankle could hamper the Black Bear's
offense somewhat, but sophomoreGary Hufnagle took over Bennett'sposition last week and performed
well—including scoring the touchdownthat tied the game and made the six
overtimes possible.
A plus for the offense should be the
return of Steve Keating as starting
center. He'll be wearing a flack jacket
over the ribs that have bothered him
since the Howard game. and he saidhe feels ready to go all out. Coach RonRogerson said, "Steve's presense is abig boost for the offense because of hisgreat leadership abilities."
Maine was crushed last year by theTerriers at Alumni Field 48-7 and theyhavert't beaten the men in scarlet and
white since 1972, but Rogerson saidthat fact won't be foremast on theteam's mind Saturday.
"We're not overly mad at BU, BUdidn't do that to us last year, we did
Spikers to
host
tournament
The race to qualify for the MAIAW
volleyball championship begins
Saturckty morning at the fieldhouse
with UMO playing hat to theUniversity of New England and otherteams.
Action will begin at 10AM with
UMO, winners of the crown for nine
out of the last ten years, taking on
Bates College of Lewiston.
= Soar of the stronger teams from
yeas past taking part in this years\UMO Tourney will be; UMPI, Bates
College, USM and St. Joseph's
College of North Windham. The
corrpetition will be in pool play which
meals that there will not be a winner
emerging from this tourney. • Each
team will play 4 games. UMF, a
preseason favorite, will not be compet-ing due to their annual commitment to:play inthe Salem State Invitational on
the same day. The teams instead play
to establish a win-loss record that will
enable them to play in the champion-
ship tourney at the end of the season.
Out of the fourteen teams that
compete within the state, the teams
with the eight best records will
advance to championship play at
Bates.
This will be Maine's first look at thein-state competition. The lady BlackBears have been preparing tor theseinitial encounters by working on their
speed in covering the court.$
"We need to work on getting to theball." said coach Janet Anderson.
"During the week we have been
working on covering spikes. That is
our basic problem right now."
lvtiiie will be starting co
-captainsLinda Kaczor and Pam Desroches,Christine Baker, Heather Khan,• that to ourselves," he said, "the guys Kelyann Linn anclarbara Blazewicz.may be more excited than usual Maine will play USM at II AM,thoughbecause it's a homecoming for Unity College at 2PM and end up thea lotecf them. They'll be playing in day with UMFort Kent at 3PM. Action_front otAheir parents and friends." will be taking place on four courts all- (coalligsrd on page 12) day long.
Lk .STE ERWIRIONEfg
Get your._ Bee_ r at
JeWs UnitersityititeoMost popular brands
SPECIAL
this week on Bar BottlesBud 10.50/case & tax
Bush 9.50/ ease & tax
All brands of cigarettes at low prices
Specials on Coke and PepsijJ
 Lowest gas in area
For bang up prices go to
Jeff's University Citco
Stillwater- Ave. off 195
Open Sun-Thu 7am•lOpm
Fri & Sat 7am-11pm
Under new managementEl 
Ram by .Universky
itudents for University students
c?,-1
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by Ken Waltz
Staff Writer
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Bill lives out swift dream overseas
•
For UMO baseball pitcher-
outfielder Billy Swift. the spring
and summer of 1982 will not
soon be forgotten.
-
In the days between March 1
and September 16 Swift lived out
what many of us only dream
about.
Swift, a junior physical
education major from South
Portland, Maine, began his
drearn come true by going 9-0
while leading the Black Bears to
an ECAC Championship and a
_berth lathe College Wofld Series.
_ He then_ proceededAn split his
two World Series starts, losing
to the National Champion Miami
Hurricanes 7-2 (even though he
pitched with tonsillitis) which he
said "was no excuse", and then
by leaving his 1982 record at an
impressive 10-1, with a 2.58 ERA
and 48 strikeouts in 801/3 innings
pitched.
Needless to say, he was happy
about the Bears performance. "I
was proud of what we did.
Number three in the country isn't
too bad," Swift commented.
_
Billy Swift
But wait, the story continues.
The American Baseball
Federation felt that his
performance was worth inviting
him to participate in a tour of
Europe and Southeast Asia with
a group of 20 college leve all-
stars from all over the countrç.
But, before heading acros 
t 
he
Atlantic, Swift made a quick trip
to California to pitch against a
Japanese amateur team in places
such as Dodger Stadium and
Booters he tough USM squad, 3-3
The UMO soccer team bat-
tled back from a three goal deficit
to tie pertenial soccer power
USm 3-3, Thursday afternoon at
Gorham. ,
USM led 3-0 at half time. Jim
O'Connor, John O'Connor and
Bobby Stoz scored Maines' come
from behind goals, all coming ink
the second half.
FRIDAYS! 
Strawberry
Daiquiri 
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Film Series Sponsored
I By Graduate StudentBoard 
Monday, Sept 27...
Nicholson uncovers
corruption, Incest,
and murder
I CHINATOWN
- 
/All movies will' be shown at 7:30PM in)
lit#41•1 English/Math Building. Season:subscriptions on sale for Two Dollars.'
= Individual Movie Donation:S.50.
LP 01.11Wil41.... PINIMIOP P.M.( PiMilot 1 ill:i
Maine tied the game with only
1:20 left in regulation play.
_Neither team scored in the
overtime period, leaving the
game a 3-3 deadlock.
Analrim Stadium. He compiled a
2-1 record.
Swift then began a trek that
would take 45 days and see him
stop in Germany, Holland,
Taiwan, and Korea. What did he
do there? "We visited lots of
monuments and did some sight
seeing," Swift said. "We were
there to play and win but also to
have some fun."
The team and Swift did win as
the squad compiled a 19-4 record
while Swift was 7-34. The U.S.
squad placed third in the World
Games in Korea.
Asked what he liked best about
his trip Swift replied, 'Germany
was very beautiful. We stayed in
Frankfurt on an American Air
Force base which seemed kind of
strange," he said.
Swift went on to say that
Taiwan had to be the worst place
he's ever seen because of the
"low living conditions."
Swift said the most interesting
part of his trip was when the team
traveled to •the North Korean
border. "It was a very scary
_
11
situation," Swift said, "with the
North Koreans watching us on
the other side."
Asked about the difference in -
competition between the U.S.
and the other teams Swift said,
"Korea was probably the best
team we faced (Swift lost roThem
2-1) They concentrate on
pitching but their hitting wasn't
the greatest." Swift said the
opposite was true of Japan's
team.
Swift also added that a Scout
from the Milwaukee Brewers
travels with the team every year
and that there were many
international scouts watching the
games also. '
Swift Said his trip was a great
experience and that he would like
to go back and see more of
Germany in the future.
But, for the time being the
dream is over and it is once again
time to start studying. Billy Swift
can dream about the past in
Dodger Stadium, or Frankfurt,
Germany, or Omaha, Nebraska
or Mahaney Diamond or 
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Contact Don Lioseott or Janet Robbins
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Bears, Terriers meet in
Boston Saturday
(continued from page 10)
Thirty members of this year's squad
are from the Bay State.
Rogerson is still trying to downplay
the signifigance of each game. "I'm
not setting any goals for the season.
I'm going to base success on week-by
-week improvement and overall im-
provement from last year."
lk Bears and TcAlicis already face
an tphill battle the rest of the season.
Eaditeam in the Yankee Conference
only has five games within the
conference and every game is import-
ant in the standings.
BU's Taylor has set his team's goal
at winning the YanCon crown and he
still expects to attain his goal. "One
loss doesn't-put us out of it, we're still
--goitig' to challenge -16r the title." he
• said.
MAL-BREAKFASTS-
ON
COLLEGE BUDGETS
(breakfast served anytimel
1 egg any style,
1 patty hash -browns,
:Lsatssage or bacon,
3 mini pancakes,
2 eggs any style,
1 sausage or bacon
1 slice toast 1.79
all the coffee you can drink- 45c
The Colonial House of Pancakes Plus
Hogan Rd. Bangor, 945-9108
••:A •
Catch all the weekend sports
in Tuesday's Maine Campus
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Homecoming *
Queen
All females interested
in becoming this years
Homecoming Queen
Please pick up applications in
the Student Govt. Office, third floor g6
of the Memorial Union.
Applications due Thursday, Sept. 30th. gj
.9 0 0 0 0
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Hey Guys in Oak Hall! Sorry about last
week! We still love you and we won't let it
, happen again.
The Girls from Hart
Larry:
I'd like to start that game of hearts. Meet
me at the same place as before.
Jane
Z.S. Your number one in my book.
C.H.P.
Debbie,
I'd cut off my legs'
F.T.D Man
Tim—
Cadillac Sunset with Chablis and a gull,
the baggage compartment...
Santa Claus Laundry loads and mornings
with Ralphie...
Some things never change.
Kit
You been -on zee roof? 1 build a fence!
'7.50!
Mirynne,
Happy First Birthday. Love,
Mom & Dad
torn— Thanks for trying hard enough.
Love N.
Page,
Happy Birthday! I hope this will• be a
great one.
Happy Birthday Cin!
Good luck joining the club. Sorry I can:
be there to influence you.
Love, Sue
Kass,
Two-more years then ''Together Forever'
Elephant Shoes.
DinoPERSONALS!Gail
Hey SUgarbutton-
I love those dimples. Hope you saved
some frunies for the weekend! Hugs &
Kisses.
Love, Your Chickadee
Robin,
How come you never put in a personal-for
me?
3rd Floor Somerset The Weekend's on
the way! Have a great time going up Big
K. 
•
KATAHDIN
, — ' • BUST...
Juliet:
Why does your light keep shining
through that window yonder? Sure, I
know you've got a lot reading to do,
but we had a date. Maybe you need to
find out about Cliffs Notes and how they
can help you under stand those tough lit
assignments and save you a bunch of
time. So turn out the light, Juliet, and
come out with me.. to the bookstore
for Cliffs Notes.
-ROMEO
Agapi mou, chronia polla! Ise
pourekkos kai s'agapo poly-poly!!
M.
Neeb,
Thank-you for letting me be special to"
you, because your very special to me.
Love,
Evie
Beth,
Wendell the weather man says it's going
to be partly cloudy with some sun and
pqssibly a few showers or even snow!!
Great forcast, huh?
S.
ROMEO:
How can I concentrate on my Shake-
speare assignment when you are forever
crooning below my window? Why not do
something useful and bring me Cliffs
Notes! They'll help me understand what
I read and they'll give me a great review.
Then I'LL HAVE MORE TIME FOR
YOU. The bookstore has the ones I need.
Will I see you tomorrow? Love and
-Juliet
BAM
Those H.B.s are just splendid! I love you.
B.P.
-Janet
I'll be in in a minute to help type,. 
Debbie,
__If the picture is not returned, your
not be worth living. I may never answer
the door when you start pounding. So be
warned!
The Mad Photographer
Theta Rho Chi
Open Rush
Sept 28, 9:00pm
Interested? You
Know who to contact
Fran,
Happy Birthday! Get off those pain
killers and back on the lacrosse field
where you belong! I hate being so far
away from you!
Love always,
Sandy
Jody Berube, Erthrism Shock-Headed
Rara Avis! Rendezvous Ram's Horn,
This Sunday's Dine. A Bientot! With
Enigmatic Eros,
Un Homme d'Esprit
Attention!! Meeting of the Young
college Mothers of Invention. Admission
Absolutely Free, Freak Outs welcome and
remember, Were only in it for the
Money. F.Z./J.A.W.
Information Overload"''''"
Senoir Slump, Already"7 17-
226 Aroostook
Happy Birthday Cindy! Only 365 days
tilt you're legal!
Love, Sher (from the Granola House)
A. in B.A. Office how's your diet?
Captain Chaos
getter de Tennis, du Columbus, I'm not
where I thought I was just like you.
Surprise, Surprise! Let's communicate.
I've been trying to get through since June.
Miss you.
The Mummy Wrapper
Jeffrey & Robbin Meet Me At The Darin
Yankee 12PM Friday,
Mitzie
Isle au Haut here we come!
D-
14
,111111 ,1,1111111.11.4
I'll tell you what it means in the canoe. By
the way. I'll take the front!
-H
Don you don't want to forget all your
techniques. It's good to Work on the other
side once in a while you slave driver.
Hey Betsy, guess what, it's your
birthday wow!-it's big 20 you'll be if
Barstan's is carding you'll be borrowing
DOW that you've got your 1.D.
Happy Birthday,
HB, MT, JS
- Joe Student:
Some date you are! I spend my whole
night watching you study while everyone
else is out having fun. If you had used
Cliffs Notes instead, you would have
more time for me. They help you
understand whet you read and they give a
great review. Get Cliffs Notes at the
bookstore. Wise up! Don't bother calling
me tonight. I'll be at the submarine races
with Brian.
Josephine Student
Dan ...
Thanks again for everything you did to
make my birthday so special. Also, here's
to one month together!
Love, Suz
Matt, Kevin, Terry, Kieth, Danny,
Paul, Grant, Scott, Cappy Larry- so what
do you say, guys? B1 and the Bear?!
Joel:
Danke for all your help: tutor, doctor,
stereo technician. Happy 20th Birthdav
from your "little sisters."
Joan and Celinda
Gerry, I love you Beatrice V.
Precious Pat,
You sex machine! Why did you leave us
sitting here all alone? We miss watching
your biceps ripple and the way your buns
wiggle when you strut across the room. I
love it when you wear the bears head.
because it makes you look like the real
ANIMAL that you are!
Last Friday night was the most
stimulating, exotic, sensual experience of
our lives. Too bad you missed it!
Why don't you drop by and see
sometime if your not to busy with all the
other girls on campus(or from URI)
In the spirit of sisterly love,
Sexpot & Devastating
J., formerly of kuat. remember what
your here for primarily. Good luck this
season. May you be seen.
Cleric wanted: Must be skilled.
versatile, courageous, and willing to
'cooperate with various other beings. Call
Adam in 344. 581-7832.
1 South Hart- thanks for being such a
fun section!
Love, Melon
Jimbo,Jimbojimbo,Jimbo;
Imbo,Imbo,Imbo,Imbo;
Mbo,Mbo,Mbo,Mbo:
Bo, Bo, Bo, Bo;
SKO,SKO,SKO,SKO.-
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